
Minutes of the Meeting of the United Benefice of St Mary’s Church, Goudhurst with 
Christ Church, Kilndown held on 8 November 2018 at 7.30pm.

Present: Hugh Nelson, Barney Mayhew (Chair), James Wickham, Richard Vinton,  Ali Williams, Kat Ogden, 
Becky Addis, Caroline Turvey and Valerie Martin (Secretary)

1. Prayer led by Barney Mayhew.

2. Apologies for absence – Catherine Lloyd, Simon Taurins and David Lodge.                                                                         

3. Minutes of last meeting – 20 September 2018. Minutes signed by Barney Mayhew as a true 
record.

4. Matters Arising from the minutes of the last meeting on 20 September 2018. 
The £1000 donation towards the church path had been gratefully accepted by the Parish Council.

5. Safe Guarding with Andrea Kirkby
Andrea Kirkby joined the PCC to give a report on issues relating to Safeguarding.
A new draft Diocesan Policy states that all people working with children and vulnerable adults
should complete the Safe Guarding Course within six months of starting. Some of our helpers
have already competed it and they need to submit their certificates to Andrea or Becky for 
our records.

There is a policy meeting in March 2019 at Maidstone where the new Safe Guarding Policy will be 
discussed and finalized before being sent to all churches. 

All leaders and helpers are supervised by Caroline, who meets with all the groups once at term and 
spends time in each group on Sunday mornings on a rotating basis. 

The Safeguarding team is currently Andrea, as Safeguarding Officer, Caroline as Lay minister and 
Hugh as Vicar.  We are aware that we have not yet appointed a Vulnerable Adults Coordinator and 
will continue to look for someone suitable. The PCC thanked Andrea for all her work in this crucial 
area of church life. 

6. Mission and Ministry 
a. The Weald Family Hub Update –

Louise Vickerman, the new Weald family Hub Coordinator had started work on 1 November 
and she was welcomed by Barney to the meeting to introduce herself and give an update on her 
plans. 

She lives with her husband and two children and the extended family of 25 children at one of 
the boarding houses at Bethany School and has been there for the last 5 years. She has had a 
career in the Corporate world and the last 13 years with Kimberley-Clark in Marketing and 
Communication.

She has only been in the new post for three days but a lot has already started. The e-newsletter 
has gone out and social media & content on website updated. She is working closely with Katie, 
the parent support worker, who is employed by Fegans. Together they are looking for volunteer 
for Parents to support families Richard suggested that we invite Louise back in a month or so 
for an update. 

Her next task will be setting up parenting groups. Becky asked where the Parent Support 
Groups will meet – local schools, village halls in their local community. Caroline asked if she is 



meeting local head teachers, this was confirmed.  Hugh advised that one village will be picked to 
be a pilot. The steering group also has Claire Gates and Emma Sedgewick on it and they will help 
us to be clear about the vision and what will help change the future for the parents. There is an 
opportunity for the Hub to become a Charity, using an existing organisation, but the pros and 
cons needed to be weighed up. 

Barney thanked Louise and assured her of our prayers

b. Alpha 2019 update
Caroline Davis is heading the Alpha team together with Hugh Nelson, Don Sargent, Jayne 
Gillespie,  Ali Williams, Huthrie Copplestone, Mark Taylor and Helen Taylor. It will start in January 
and will be held in Goudhurst school, Board made and prayer group set up. 

7. Prayer and Worship
Choirmaster Update

Michael Tester has accepted the offer of the Choir Master post. The salary cost will be split 
87% / 13% between St Mary’s and Christ Church. He starts work on the first Sunday in January, 
He will rehearse with the choir every Saturday, will lead the music 3rd Sunday in Goudhurst and 
the Band on the 4th.

Congregation to be advised via websote, church newssheet and parish magazine.

8. Finance & Administration
a. Communications Review - Simon Lodge is working on the new branding and 

communications strategy. An update was shared with the PCC. The New Year remains our 
target for launching this work to the churches.

b. Finance Accounts and Parish Share Update
David is currently working on October accounts and we are on track for this year but we 
must remember we have a lot of commitments, building works and our pledge to the Weald 
Hub, another report will be issued in November.                   DL

The Parish share been set at 3.5% and not 6% as expected.

c. Church Office Update 

Hugh reported on the options for the office: 

1. Get something (for instance a Portacabin) quickly, giving us time to think about the 
Church Rooms. 

2. Ask builders for a quote to extend office or change garage into an office. 

3. Pursue the idea of an extension to the Church Rooms, possibly to incorporate the Parish 
Clerk’s Office which would provide an income.  

After discussion it was agreed that Hugh should obtain a quote for the Vicarage extension 
and the Church Rooms. HN  

d. Glebe Field Parking
The newly established Friends of the Glebe Field had stated that the field was only to be used 
for parking for  occasional services and events. This would change our current usage and 
would be detrimental to the church. Catherine Lloyd had done some investigation and 
report so we can have a full understanding of what we need to know. Further meetings with 
relevant parties will take place over the next few months.



e. Church Room

Ali Williams had been given some paperwork about the Church Rooms by Brian 
Ferdinando regarding the constitution. It was felt the constitution was no longer fit for 
purpose. The proposal is that the new constitution would be adopted in 2019 and would 
no longer have a secretary, just a Chairman and Booking Officer. The new hall fees would 
commence in January 2019. 

A discussion about the constitution was held back for the next meeting but agree the fees 
now. After discussion we decided to leave the fees for 2019 at the recommended level and 
increase them further in 2020.

9. Fabric
a. Quinquennial Inspection Works Update  

Richard Hillier reported on progress with the Quinquennial. Work had begun on the list of 
immediate works: including on the West Tower, clearance of pigeon excrement, wire mesh 
and mobile bird scarer and damaged roof tiles. These works have been completed as has 
the brick pathway, notice boards, electrical report, access ramp and staging area at west of 
nave replaced.

We have obtained two quotes for the significant works to the windows and walls, from 
Hurstway and Yewtree Construction. The Yew Tree quote is significantly lower and offers 
the best value for money.
The PCC has budgeted to spend £10,000 a year for thee years, to spend £10,000 a year 
for the next three years. The Friends of St Mary’s have indicated that they will spend 
£30,000 but would wish to be involved in choosing the projects. 
Works to be done include:
• repointing, 
• oak lintels over door, 
• ease and adjust door and refix the frame, 

• clear gutters to roof, 
• redecorate the flag pole, 
• removed and inspect louvres and replace as necessary, 
• splice in a new timber sill, 
• apply laminate film. 

• Replace lower section of downpipe in sanctuary. 
• Inspect and repair dislodged section of rainwater discharge. 
• Timber corbel appears dislodged investigate and remove if necessary. 
• Plaster fillet needs investigatation. 
• Bedgebury Chapel clear vegetation from behind the monument. 

After discussion and confirmation that Yew Tree were a reputable firm, it was agreed by all 
that they should be taken on to do the first stage of the project. If they work well they 
would be offered more work. 

.

10.       A.O.B. -      School Governors at Goudhurst Primary School –
Hugh reported that Goudhurst Primary School is seriously considering a federation with 
Benenden Primary School. Small schools are increasingly challenged by falling incomes, 
difficulties in retaining and recruiting top quality staff - especially Senior Leaders and pressure 



to continue improving. Goudhurst & Kilndown Primary School is an outstanding school 
(both by OFSTED judgement and other ways) and the Governors believe that a Federation 
with Benenden will enable them to secure and develop their current standards into the 
future. The process of Federation is subject to rigorous scrutiny and consultation. 

As the local church with responsibility for the Primary School, including in particular through 
the Foundation Governors, the PCC has been asked to write to the Diocese in support of 
this proposal.  

After questions about the reasons for the change and whether the new structure will 
guarantee the Christian character of the school, Hugh agreed to consult further with the 
Diocese and to write back to the PCC seeking approval within the deadline of 2 December. 

11.Future Dates – Thursday 31 January at 7.30pm.
                           Hugh Nelson closed the meeting in prayer.

                           Meeting closed at 21.30pm.


